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Abstract

A polar cirrus case study is discussed with the help of a one-dimensional model with
explicit aerosol and ice microphysics. It is demonstrated that continuous cooling of air
in regions with small amounts of ice and slow ice deposition rates of water vapor drives
significant in-cloud supersaturations over ice, with potentially important consequences5

for heterogeneous halogen activation. Radiatively important cloud properties such as
ice crystal size distributions are investigated, showing the presence of high number
concentrations of small crystals in the cloud top region at the tropopause, broad but
highly variable size spectra in the cloud interior, and mostly large crystals at the cloud
base. It is found that long-lived and vertically extended Arctic cirrostratus are highly10

efficient at dehydrating the upper troposphere. Estimating nitric acid uptake in cirrus
clouds with an unprecedented treatment of diffusional burial in growing ice crystals
suggests that such clouds could also denitrify upper tropospheric air masses efficiently,
but a closer comparison to observations is needed to draw a definite conclusion on this
point. It is also shown that low temperatures, high relative humidities, and the absence15

of ice above but close to the cloud top region cause efficient uptake of nitric acid in
background aerosol particles.

1. Introduction

Unraveling the role clouds and associated climatic feedbacks play in modulating the
Greenhouse warming in the Arctic is a key element in many global climate studies20

(Curry et al., 1996). Owing to the low temperatures prevailing in the winter upper tro-
posphere and lower stratosphere, cirrus clouds form frequently at high latitudes, and
their occurrence is often tied to synoptic weather systems (Del Guasta et al., 1994,
1998; Masuda et al., 2000; Petzold et al., 2000; Reichardt et al., 2002; Pfister et al.,
2003). Clear observational evidence exists for ice clouds in the layer between the lo-25

cal tropopause and the hygropause at polar latitudes (Kärcher and Solomon, 1999;
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Lelieveld et al., 1999). Little is known about Arctic cirrus clouds due to their difficult
accessibility and the resulting paucity of observations, although these clouds are ca-
pable of exerting a noticeable radiative impact, drying the upper troposphere, activat-
ing heterogeneous chemistry affecting ozone, redistributing trace gases, and seeding
lower mixed-phase clouds via vertical redistribution of ice nuclei.5

1.1. Radiation and chemistry issues

The ice crystals in high Arctic clouds absorb upwelling infrared radiation and thereby
heat the tropopause region and isolate the polar troposphere from cooling. At the
same time, these clouds exert a counteracting solar-albedo effect by reflecting more
sunlight back to space. Both effects are not well quantified. Data from the International10

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, D2 dataset) reveal global annual mean
high cloud (above 440 hPa) occurrence frequencies of 19.6% at 60◦ N (Rossow and
Schiffer, 1999). This figure is a lower limit because thin clouds with optical depths
below 0.1–0.3 are not detected. Accurate satellite remote sensing of Arctic clouds is
severely hampered by the little contrast between cloud and the underlying reflecting15

snow or ice surface, the relatively small cloud optical depths, the existence of low-level
fogs and haze, and the partial absence of sunlight (Curry et al., 2000). Improvements
of retrieval algorithms require knowledge of ice crystal size and shapes and the amount
of cloud ice all of which are hardly known for Arctic cirrus.

Arctic cirrus clouds are known to dehydrate and possibly denitrify upper tropospheric20

air masses. Cirrus clouds have been suspected to be responsible for the observed
dryness of air in the Arctic winter (Murphy et al., 1990). In situ measurements of water
(H2O) close to the winter Arctic tropopause have shown that the formation of cirrus
and subsequent sedimentation of ice crystals may dry the air on the time scale of
a few hours (Schiller et al., 1999). More recent in situ measurements in the same25

region quantified the condensed phase water and ice crystal size distributions, yielding
compelling evidence for the presence of large (size exceeding 20 µm) ice cyrstals in
Arctic cirrus (Hallar et al., 2004). Such large crystals are capable of redistributing
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water (and other trace gases attached to them) and heterogeneous ice nuclei (if the
crystals formed on them) efficiently by rapid gravitational settling.

A combination of trace gas and trajectory analyses based on aircraft measurements
have shown a significant potential for cirrus formation well above (∼3 km) the Arctic
tropopause from midwinter to early spring because of the simultaneous occurrence of5

low temperatures (<210 K) and H2O mixing ratios raised above average stratospheric
levels (>4–6 ppmv) by rapid troposphere-to-stratosphere mixing (Pfister et al., 2003).
In the Arctic tropopause region and below, the same analyses reveal the frequent oc-
currence of ice (super-)saturation at low H2O mixing ratios (5 ppmv) caused by synoptic
storms. These weather systems lift air parcels originally located poleward of the tropo-10

spheric jet upward and poleward and trigger cloud formation and dehydration by rapid
and strong cooling.

Ozone concentrations are observed to decline at midlatitudes in the northern hemi-
sphere lowermost stratosphere and tropopause region, with mean decadal trends
peaking between −7% and −12% at 100-200 hPa in the winter and spring seasons15

(Logan et al., 1999). Both, changes in transport and heterogeneous chemisty have
been invoked to explain these large negative trends, but their relative contribution is
uncertain. Tracer transport studies have shown that gases released north of 50◦ N be-
tween 150-300 hPa could be efficiently mixed into the midlatitude regions where ozone
is observed to decline (Rogers et al., 2002). Chemistry-transport models predict the20

activation of significant quantities of chlorine in the presence of cirrus clouds (Solomon
et al., 1997). Chlorine activation on cold aerosol droplets and ice particles, subsequent
catalytic destruction of ozone, and export of chemically processed air to midlatitudes
helps to explain the observed ozone trends at midlatitudes, provided cirrus occur fre-
quently at high latitudes up to a few kilometers above the tropopause (see above) and25

the heterogeneous chemical reactions known to occur on polar stratospheric cloud par-
ticles similarly enhance reactive chlorine in the presence of liquid aerosols and cirrus
ice crystals.

The presence of reactive chlorine (e.g., in the form of chlorine oxide, ClO) does not
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necessarily correlate with the presence of cirrus clouds at the same location, because
the chemical activation times of ClO are short and perturbations to reactive chlorine
can persist for many weeks, while cirrus clouds have a limited life time and may be
transported in different air masses. Recent observational evidence for the presence of
enhanced levels of ClO near the winter Arctic tropopause has been reported by Thorn-5

ton et al. (2003). Measured mixing ratios of ClO of 15-20 pptv exceeded typical values
found at lower latitudes by at least a factor of 10, constituting an effective loss process
for ozone. More recent measurements at a similar time and location in the Arctic con-
firm these data, showing even higher levels of ClO between 20-40 pptv slightly above
the tropopause, in one instant within a cirrus cloud (F. Stroh, personal communication,10

2005). Even in the absence of cloud, halogen activation proceeds very rapidly on back-
ground aerosols (see below) composed of H2O, sulfuric acid (H2SO4), and nitric acid
(HNO3), at low temperatures (<205 K) above ice saturation without freezing (Meilinger
et al., 2001).

1.2. Nitric acid phase partitioning in cirrus clouds15

Uptake of HNO3 on or in ice has been reported in numerous laboratory and field mea-
surements (Popp et al., 2004, and references therein). Given the variety of conditions
under which HNO3-ice interaction may take place in the atmosphere (wide ranges of
temperatures, HNO3 partial pressures, ice surface area, among others) and uncertain-
ties in theoretically describing the uptake process, it remains largely unclear if cirrus-20

induced denitrification is relevant globally and which cirrus type is most effective in ver-
tically redistributing HNO3. Besides providing an overview of the temporal and spatial
development of radiatively important parameters such as ice crystal size distributions
and examining the possibility for ice supersaturation occurring within and dehydration
caused by polar cirrus, this served as another motivation to conduct the present study.25

Measurements of HNO3 concentrations and other parameters have revealed that
liquid ternary aerosols composed of H2O, HNO3, and H2SO4 are present in the Arc-
tic tropopause region (Irie et al., 2004). These aerosols, commonly denoted as su-
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percooled ternary solution (STS) particles, may freeze homogeneously to form cirrus
clouds at high relative humidities over ice in the same way they serve as nuclei for
polar stratospheric ice clouds. Besides being taken up by aerosol particles, HNO3
partitions in the ice phase in the presence of cirrus clouds. A model analysis of the
associated nonequilibrium phase partitioning of HNO3, as presented below, has not5

yet been performed.
Airborne measurements of HNO3 contained in cirrus cloud particles have frequently

been expressed in terms of an equilibrium ice surface coverage and fitted to various
isotherms as a function of the HNO3 partial pressure and air temperature. The dis-
sociative Langmuir isotherm may be used to fit the data as a function of the partial10

pressure but fails to provide a reasonable fit as a function of temperature (Popp et al.,
2004, and references therein). More importantly, isotherms neglect the burial of HNO3
in the ice crystal volume as well as possible kinetic limitations of uptake and are thus
incapable of adequately describing the considerable variability in observed HNO3 con-
tent in cirrus ice crystals.15

The large scatter and the less than perfect agreement with equilibrium uptake models
suggests that ice phase HNO3 is not in equilibrium with its gas phase reservoir, which
led Kärcher and Basko (2004) to develop a model for trace gas trapping in growing
ice crystals. This description of uptake accounts for the competition between surface
kinetic processes and diffusional burial of HNO3 along with condensing H2O vapor;20

it is thus physically more plausible than assuming ice equilibrium and calculating the
amount of particle HNO3 by model isotherms.

1.3. Model case study

Accurate modeling of cirrus clouds and trace gas–ice interactions is of central im-
portance for chemistry-climate prediction and weather forecasts. In this work, the25

one-dimensional (1-D) vertical, cloud-resolving model APSCm-1-D is presented and
applied to an observed Arctic cirrostratus cloud (Reichardt et al., 2002). The 1-D-
version has been developed on the basis of the detailed microphysical model APSC
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(Advanced Particle Simulation Code) (Kärcher, 2003) to simulate vertical advection,
size-dependent aerosol particle growth and evaporation, trace gas trapping in ice,
homogeneous freezing and heterogeneous ice nucleation, and individual ice crystal
growth, sublimation, and sedimentation. The cloud type has been chosen as the basis
for the present model study because of its long life time (at least 7 h) and large vertical5

extent (more than 5 km). Together with low air temperatures, these factors potentially
favor the partitioning of HNO3 in the ice phase and efficient vertical redistribution of
HNO3, and the continuous synoptic forcing produces significant supersaturation over
ice.

The present simulations combining a cirrus cloud-resolving model with a model of10

trace gas trapping and gas-aerosol microphysics are unprecedented. A detailed study
of the phase partitioning of H2O and HNO3 and associated dehydration and denitri-
fication effects is presented, yielding important insights into the physical processes
involved and pointing toward the key issues needed to better understand and predict
these processes in future observations and models.15

The basic physics of the numerical model is summarized in Sect. 2, in particular the
novel features of the APSCm-1-D such as vertical transport and the tracking of height
and size of many individual ice crystals. Numerical schemes used to solve microphys-
ical equations and explicit expressions for nucleation rate coefficients, vapor fluxes,
gas solubilities, and terminal fall speeds are compiled in Kärcher (2003). Results are20

presented and discussed in Sect. 3 and the conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2. Model description

2.1. Vertical advection

Air temperature T and pressure p, potential temperature θ, number density of air
molecules c, as well as volume mixing ratios χw (H2O) and χn (HNO3), aerosol parti-25

cle number density, and number density of solute (H2SO4 and HNO3) and H2O in the
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aerosol particles are discretized over an altitude (z-)grid. All variables except p, T , and
c, which are computed diagnostically, are advected as volume mixing ratios χ , using
a prescribed vertical wind field w that causes adiabatic cooling and serves as the key
cloud-forcing agent:

∂(χc)

∂t
+

∂(wχc)

∂z
= 0 . (1)5

Vertical turbulent diffusion is not included.
Advection, aerosol, and ice particle processes are operator-split in the code. The

time step is chosen such that the ice saturation ratio Si (usually the most critical and
fastest varying parameter) does not vary more than 0.1%, but it is also ascertained
that crystals do not fall across two altitude bins within a time step and that the Courant-10

Friedrichs-Levy criterion is not violated.
The sharp gradients and small features in the vertical profiles of relative humidity and

other variables in cirrus clouds require the use of a numerical scheme preserving local
maxima or minima as accurately as possible. To transport gas and particle volume
mixing ratios, a fast yet accurate, monotonic, positive definite, and mass-conserving15

tracer advection scheme is employed (Walcek, 2000). A z-grid is used with a spatial
resolution small enough to resolve the rapid homogeneous freezing events that take
place in the top cloud layers. The grid spacing ∆z is obtained from prescribing the
minimum and maximum altitude of the vertical domain and the number of altitude bins.

The advection sequence is computed as follows. First, the initial profiles T (z), θ(z),20

Si (z), and χn(z) are prescribed, along with the vertical wind field w(z, t). The initial

pressure profile follows from p(z)=p0[T (z)/θ(z)]1/κ , where κ=2/7 and p0=1000 hPa.
The gas phase water mixing ratio χw (z) then follows from Si , T , and p.

Second, θ is advected in the first time step, and a new pressure profile is obtained
with the help of the hydrostatic balance ∂p/∂z=−gp/(RT ), where g is the gravitational25

acceleration and R is the ideal gas constant. Combining this equation with θ=T (p0/p)κ
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yields

∂Π
∂z

= −Γ
θ
, Π =

( p
p0

)κ
, (2)

from which p(θ) follows by integration:[p(z, t)
p0

]κ
=
[p(z∗)

p0

]κ
− Γ

∫ z

z∗

dz
θ(z, t)

. (3)

In Eqs. (2) and (3), Γ=gκ/R is the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Equation (3) is solved5

by trapezoidal integration. At the fixed reference level z∗, the initial value p(z∗) is kept
constant. A value of z∗ located in the middle portion of the cloud minimizes the impact
of the pressure perturbations in the simulation.

The third step consists of calculating a new temperature profile from the updated p
and θ fields via T (z, t)=θ(z, t)[p(z, t)/p0]κ , and a new air density profile from the ideal10

gas law c(z, t)=p(z, t)/[kBT (z, t)], with Boltzmann’s constant kB. Finally, gas, aerosol
number, and aerosol solute and liquid water mixing ratios in each size bin are advected
using the updated c field.

2.2. Aerosol growth, trace gas uptake, and freezing

Background aerosol particle number concentrations and those of H2O, HNO3, and15

H2SO4 (per unit volume of air) contained in these particles are discretized over radius
bins in each altitude bin. While H2SO4 is treated as an involatile species in the STS
particles, the amount of volatile material is allowed to change kinetically according to
condensation and evaporation processes, mainly dictated by the evolution of T (deter-
mining the gas solubility in the droplets) and the availability of the molecules in the gas20

phase.
The exact sizes of the liquid particles are computed by summing up volatile and (con-

stant) nonvolatile contributions to the total particle volume. This Lagrangian approach
is free of numerical diffusion. Total mass is exactly conserved between the gas and
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aerosol phase in each altitude bin. Aerosol particles are not allowed to sediment owing
to their small (sub-µm) sizes.

The production of ice crystals relies on the water-activity-based homogeneous freez-
ing model for supercooled aerosols (Koop et al., 2000). The STS particles commence
to freeze above Si values of 1.5, depending on T and on the local water activity in each5

droplet size bin, which is explicitly calculated to allow effects of non-equilibrium aerosol
composition to be taken into account. Although the APSCm-1-D allows to study the ef-
fects of heterogeneous ice nuclei on cloud formation and development, heterogeneous
ice nucleation is not considered in this work.

During freezing of a liquid droplet, solute may be expelled to the surface and may10

even escape to the gas phase. It is assumed that the complete amount of HNO3 (and
H2SO4) residing in the droplets prior to freezing is retained in the ice crystals, but a
sensitivity study will examine the effects of changing the retention coefficient upon the
HNO3 phase partitioning. Of course, HNO3 dissolved in liquid droplets may evaporate
in non-freezing droplets if Si is reduced after ice formation.15

2.3. Growth and sedimentation of ice crystals

The growth of ice crystals occurs via deposition of water vapor from the gas phase,
using a similar diffusional growth law as for liquid aerosols but including the effects of
habit and ventilation. The ice mass deposition coefficient is set to 0.5 (Haynes et al.,
1992; Haag et al., 2003a). Ice particles are hexagonal columns with an aspect ratio of 320

for diameters >25 µm and spheres for smaller sizes. Ventilation enhances sublimation
and evaporation for large (>50 µm) crystals. The ice vapor pressure recommended
by Murphy and Koop (2005) is used. Nitric acid uptake does not affect the crystal
size owing to the low molar ratio of HNO3 to H2O (<10−4), but the amount of HNO3
contained in individual ice crystals is tracked in the code. The ice crystals sediment25

owing to gravitational acceleration; their individual locations are obtained by integrating
the difference between their size- and habit-depending terminal fall speed and the local
vertical wind over time.
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The nucleation, growth, and sedimentation of ice crystals is computed on a particle-
by-particle basis (particle-in-cell code), whereby the laws describing depositional
growth and combined vertical advection and sedimentation are solved for each individ-
ual crystal. The altitude and size where each ice crystal forms serve as the initial con-
ditions to solve these laws, which are integrated with a simple Euler forward scheme.5

The variables z, T , p, χw , χn required to compute the vapor and sedimentation fluxes
are linearly interpolated to the exact locations of each ice crystal. This method permits
the exact conservation of H2O and HNO3 between the gas phase and the ice crystals
and eliminates any numerical diffusion during growth or fall. If an ice crystal evaporates
below its initial size, it is removed from the calculation.10

Ice particles are added in each time step in each altitude bin according to the aerosol
freezing or ice nucleation rates. Liquid particles produce ice particles at their exact
size at the point of freezing. The altitude at which ice forms is randomized within the
respective altitude bin.

A lower limit concentration n∗ is prescribed which determines the number N of indi-15

vidual ice crystals generated in the simulation. If ni crystals nucleate per cm3 of air in a
given altitude bin per time step, N =ni/n∗. To keep the code efficient, each simulation
particle is associated with N physical ice crystals. The value of n∗ is a compromise be-
tween a good statistical representation of the crystal size distrubtions and the available
computational resources.20

2.4. Nitric acid-ice interaction

The interaction of gaseous HNO3 with ice is simulated using a novel trapping model that
allows diffusional burial of molecules to compete with surface desorption, depending on
the relative magnitude of the time of adsorption and the ice crystal growth rate (Kärcher
and Basko, 2004).25

The flux of HNO3 molecules toward growing ice particles in the APSCm-1-D is given
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by

dNn

dt
= 4πriDnκiφinn ε(T, ri , ṙi , αn, Q) , (4)

where ri is the effective spherical radius of the ice crystals, Dn is the diffusion coeffi-
cient of HNO3 molecules in air, κi is the capacitance factor, φi is the ventilation factor,
nn=χnc is the molecular concentration of HNO3 in the gas phase, and ε is the trapping5

efficiency. The latter contains a size-dependent factor correcting for gas kinetic effects
and further depends on the individual ice particle growth rate ṙi , the mass accomoda-
tion coefficient αn for HNO3 molecules impinging on the ice surface, and the escape
rate k of HNO3 molecules from the ice surface. In the simplest ansatz, k is interpreted
as a desorption rate, exhibiting an Arrhenius-type dependence on the latent heat of ad-10

sorption Q. We use αn=0.3 (Hanson, 1992) and, as a baseline value, Q=10.5 kcal/mol
(Bartels-Rausch et al., 2002).

For evaporating ice crystals, the flux of HNO3 molecules leaving each ice crystal is
set proportional to the H2O flux times the molar ratio of HNO3 and H2O in the crystal.

Recent measurements in cold subtropical cirrus have suggested that nitric acid trihy-15

drate (NAT) might block active growth sites at the surfaces of cirrus ice crystals, leading
to a perturbed steady-state between H2O vapor and ice accompanied by a persistent
in-cloud supersaturation (Gao et al., 2004). As the detailed mechanism by which the
ice crystal growth properties are changed by NAT is currently not known, the potential
for this effect to occur in polar cirrus is not investigated here.20

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initialization

Figure 1 presents the initial vertical profiles of θ, T , and Si (R.-F. Lin and J. Reichardt,
personal communication, 2004), along with the derived pressure and H2O gas mixing
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ratio profiles. To advect the species and drive the formation of the cloud, a spatially
uniform vertical wind speed of w=5 cm/s is prescribed throughout the simulation which
extends over 7 h. These parameters led to the long-lived cirrostratus cloud system
observed by lidar over Kiruna, Sweden, in 1997 (Reichardt et al., 2002) and whose
general large-scale development has been studied recently by means of a conceptually5

different sophisticated cloud-resolving model and with a focus on nucleation pathways
(Lin et al., 2005). The foci of the two complementary model studies are substantially
different from each other.

The APSCm-1-D uses a vertical domain extending from 4 to 11 km, divided into
2100 bins, i.e., ∆z=3.3 m. The pressure reference altitude is z∗=8.5 km. The time10

step is fixed to 2 s. The minimum number of ice crystals resolved by the code is
n∗=5×10−5 cm−3. The maximum number of simulation particles is about 160 000, with
∼3.5 physical ice crystals per simulation particle.

The number of radius bins over which the lognormal aerosol number and component
size distributions are discretized is 25, starting at a radius of 5 nm. The bins increase15

geometrically in size with a bin volume ratio of 2.25. In total, 103 (4×25 aerosol + 2
gas + 1 meteorological) tracers are advected. For plotting purposes, an ice crystal
size grid is defined with 50 bins and a bin volume ratio of 1.75. The H2O/H2SO4/HNO3

particles have a total number density of 200 cm−3, a mean number radius of 0.02 µm,
and a width of 2.3. The results are not sensitive to the specific choice of these aerosol20

parameters.
The most important feature seen in Si (z) in Fig. 1 is the tongue of moist, supersat-

urated air centered at 8.5 km. As shown below, the first cloud particles begin to form
right above this altitude.

3.2. Ice supersaturation and microphysical properties25

Column-integrated ice crystal number densities, ice water path, and optical depth of
the Arctic cirrostratus calculated with the APSCm-1-D (not shown here) agree well
with those presented by Lin et al. (2005). Slightly more crystals form in the present
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simulation which may be caused by small differences in the homogeneous freezing
rates.

Figure 2 shows the ice saturation ratio (left panel, top) and the ice crystal number
density ni (right panel, top) as a function of height and time. The steady uplift increases
Si which attains its maximum value 1.52 at 216 K after about 1 h at 8.75 km. The fact5

that Si then declines rapidly at this level indicates that ice crystals have formed. The
region in which homogeneous freezing is active lies within the Si=1.4 contour line.

Crystal concentrations reach values up to 0.4 cm−3 within 20 min in the early for-
mation zone. High Si values are transported upwards and define a rather thin cloud
top layer, which is characterized by continuous formation of ice crystals throughout the10

simulation. In the rising top layer, ni increases with altitude up to 0.12 cm−3 because
of declining temperatures.

Below the initial formation layer, homogeneous freezing also occurs but only up to
∼140 min. The termination of freezing there is caused by sedimenting ice crystals that
quickly deplete the gaseous H2O reservoir in the highly supersaturated layers through15

which they fall. Above these layers, a region exists where a fall streak is visible in terms
of ni and where Si stays close to, but above, saturation (see the Si=1.1 contour line).
Between the top layer and the fall streak, saturation ratios as high as 1.25 build up
(8.5–10 km at 7 h), because the crystals forming above are too small to fall into this
layer and the early-forming crystals have already fallen out of it.20

The ni=0.01 cm−3 contour line indicates that low concentrations prevail in the regions
away from the top layer and the fall streak. At the cloud base, ni exhibits a sharp
increase, because crystals fall in already subsaturated air (see the Si=0.7 contour
line) and evaporate. The resulting reduction of their terminal fall speed causes the
formation of this thin, concentrated layer.25

Contrary to the conjecture of Reichardt et al. (2002), supersaturation with respect
to ice occurs at times in this type of cloud. This is best illustrated with the help of
Fig. 3 showing the probability distributions of Si in the total computational domain (4–
11 km, 0–7 h) as a black histogram, together with the distributions taken inside (blue
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histogram) and outside (red histogram) of the cloud.
The out-of-cloud distribution reflects the initial Si -profile and the action of adiabatic

cooling consistent with the regions void of ice in Fig. 2, with a maximum between
Si=0.2−0.4. The in-cloud distribution peaks in the supersaturated region, between
Si=1−1.2, indicating that most of the ice crystals experience growth conditions.5

It is very interesting to note that some crystals survive in strongly subsaturated air,
down to Si=0.35, as seen by the left tail of the in-cloud distribution. This can happen
because large ice crystals need quite a long time to fully evaporate at low temperatures
while falling through subsaturated layers. The existence of ice in rather dry air has been
demonstrated in in-situ observations of midlatitude cirrus (Ström et al., 2003).10

Finally, the total distribution is a blend of the in-cloud and out-of-cloud parts, and con-
tains both, the dry and moist maxima. The distributions exhibit several salient features,
such as the dry and moist maxima and the quasi-exponential tails in supersaturated air
(Kärcher and Haag, 2004), but their detailed shapes depend on the sampling process.
The high Si -tails are shown enlarged in the inset in Fig. 3. The peak Si inside cloud15

is about 0.05 higher than the maximum Si outside cloud because of ongoing cooling
during nucleation. Such differences are also seen in freezing chamber measurements
(Haag et al., 2003a) and in distributions of Si taken in the field within and nearby cirrus
clouds (Haag et al., 2003b).

The main reasons responsible for the high in-cloud relative humidities are (i) the20

continuous (albeit relatively slow) cooling which produces supersaturation in regions
where the ice crystal concentrations are low and (ii) the low temperatures which lead
to rather slow removal rates of gaseous H2O on growing ice particles. The existence
of high supersaturations inside and nearby cirrus clouds at the cold tropopause has
potentially important implications for heterogeneous chlorine chemistry, as reaction25

rates on cold STS droplets and ice crystals are very large in such conditions (Kärcher
and Solomon, 1999).
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3.3. Ice crystal size distributions

Also shown in Fig. 2 are the mean values of the effective spherical radius ri of ice
crystals (left panel, bottom) and the cloud ice water content IWC (right panel, bottom).
At the cloud top, where homogeneous freezing is active, crystal radii are small (10–
30 µm). They are also small in the slightly supersaturated fall streak initially, but grow5

to sizes of ∼80 µm towards the end of the simulation. The biggest crystals (120 µm)
appear after 3 h at rather low altitudes (∼6 km); these few crystals were produced ear-
liest and could fall sufficiently long through the highly supersaturated layer below the
initial formation zone. They slowly evaporate while sedimenting further down.

The cloud base is characterized by the sharp decrease of ri , as is the cloud top.10

At intermediate altitudes, away from the fall streak, the cloud is very tenuous, with ni

values of 0.01 cm−3 or less and ri in the range 20–60 µm. Correspondingly, the IWC
distribution shows a maximum along the fall streak and around the 6 km level after 3 h.

A precise knowledge of the vertical distribution of ice crystals as a function of their
size is required for the use of radiative cirrus models and the improvement of satellite15

retrieval algorithms. The crystal size distributions at different times and locations are
quite variable. It is therefore instructive to inspect these size distributions after 3.5 and
7 h averaged over the cloud top region, the cloud base region, and in the cloud interior
with the help of Fig. 4.

After 3.5 h (left panel), at the cloud top, mean crystal radii peak near 10 µm and20

crystals larger than 40 µm are absent. The distribution extends down to the sizes of
the freezing aerosol particles (0.5–1 µm), indicative of ongoing freezing, a feature also
observed in young midlatitude cirrus (Schröder et al., 2000) and in thin tropical cirrus
(Thomas et al., 2002). These small particles sediment only slowly with terminal fall
speeds below 360 m/h, or below 180 m/h relative to the uplift. The cloud base region25

has received the few large crystals that formed first (see above). In the cloud region
between top and base, the size spectrum extends from 20–100 µm; the peak at 30 µm
belongs to the numerous crystals within the fall streak.
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While the situation at the cloud top after 7 h (right panel) has not changed signif-
icantly because homogeneous freezing is continuously active, small ice crystals are
now absent throughout most of the cloud interior and the radii range between 30 and
100 µm. It is possible that the real Arctic cloud contained even larger crystals formed
by aggregation, a process not included in this model. In contrast to the earlier cloud5

stage, the cloud base region now also contains few µm-sized crystals produced by
evaporation. The size spectrum there is noisy at the low size end because evaporation
is rapid.

3.4. Dehydration and denitrification

Figure 5 gives an overview of the evolution of H2O and HNO3 gas mixing ratios (top10

panel) and the HNO3 content in STS and cirrus particles (bottom panel) expressed in
equivalent air volume mixing ratios. The initial H2O profile shown in Fig. 1 is purely
advected prior to cirrus formation, indicating that the aerosol water content is neglible
compared to total water. As soon as ice forms, gas phase H2O is quickly transferred to
the ice phase, as indicated by the contour lines χw=15 ppmv and 65 ppmv. After 3 h,15

also the 6.5 km level becomes affected, but the air there is moistened again toward the
end of the simulation (χw=360 ppmv contour line).

A comparison of χn(g) and χn(a) in Fig. 5 reveals that little HNO3 partitions in STS
particles when T stays below the frost point near the cold tropopause (Kärcher and
Solomon, 1999). Uptake in STS particles becomes relevant when Si>1.3, which can20

be seen by comparing the shape of enhanced χn(a)-values with the Si=1.4 contour
line in Fig. 2. When ice particles form, more HNO3 molecules partition in ice crystals,
in particular within the fall streak region as indicated by χn(i ). In the course of time,
the region where ice crystals sediment from the cloud top is characterized by very low
HNO3 gas phase mixing ratios, while HNO3 is released back to the gas phase in the25

cloud base region where evaporation of ice prevails.
To further examine the vertical redistribution of HNO3 and H2O, the initial mixing

ratios χn(z) and χw (z) are advected as passive tracers (no interaction with particles),
1845
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yielding χ t
n(z, t) and χ t

w (z, t). (Recall that χn(z)=1 ppbv and χw (z) was shown in Fig. 1.)
The differences ∆χ=χ−χ t then describe the affect of dissolution in STS particles and
ice uptake and sedimentation on these trace gases. These differences are shown in
Fig. 6 at selected cloud ages.

The H2O profiles (left panel) show clear signs of cloud formation, starting in the5

nucleation region around 8.5 km after 1 h. In the course of time, ice water is produced
within an increasing vertical column, until after 4 h, H2O molecules evaporate back
to the gas phase in the cloud base region. Recalling the absolute H2O mixing ratios
from Fig. 5, this Arctic cloud causes a substantial drying of upper tropospheric air,
supporting the tentative interpretation of the cause of low water contents observed10

in the Arctic upper troposphere and lower stratosphere region (Murphy et al., 1990;
Schiller et al., 1999; Pfister et al., 2003).

The HNO3 profiles (right panel) in the baseline case (solid curves) likewise show
clear signs of uptake in cirrus particles and resulting denitrification, and renitrification
in the cloud base region. The cloud amount suffices to practically partition all avail-15

able HNO3 (1 ppbv) in the ice phase. The amount of HNO3 taken up over a region
extending from 6–9 km within 4 h is evaporated within an only 1.5 km thick region at
mid-tropospheric levels, increasing the mixing ratios there by more than 150%.

A difference to the water uptake is that a significant amount of HNO3 is also taken
up by the STS particles prior to freezing (before 1 h) and throughout the simulations20

in regions where T is low and Si is high and void of crystals (above the cloud top and
near the cloud edges), consistent with Fig. 5. As soon as crystals form, Si (and thus the
HNO3 vapor pressure) is reduced, driving HNO3 out of the liquid solution droplets back
into the gas phase, where they are available for uptake on the growing ice crystals.
The sharp peak in the ∆χn-curves in Fig. 6 marks this transition region, and is carried25

upwards by the continuous uplift where it becomes more pronounced because of the
lower T higher up.

In the trapping model used to predict HNO3 interaction with growing ice crystals
(recall Sect. 2.4), the Q-values determining the time of adsorption are not necessarily
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determined by measurements on static ice surfaces prepared in the laboratory, and
owing to surface kinetic processes not captured in the model (see Kärcher and Basko,
2004, their Sect. 5 for more details). The partitioning of HNO3 in cirrus can be sensitive
to variations of Q, so it is illustrative to study results obtained with a different choice of
this parameter.5

Figure 6 shows almost complete removal of HNO3 from the gas phase in the mature
cloud. The case with Q=9 kcal/mol, that is, with shorter times of adsorption, is also
shown (dashed curves). The effects of this slight reduction of Q (by 1.5 kcal/mol) on
the HNO3 profiles are quite dramatic; throughout most of the cloud column, gas phase
mixing ratios are now reduced by no more than 0.25 ppmv. Consequently, denitrifi-10

cation is much less pronounced, reaching similarly weak enhancements below 6 km
altitude after 4 h.

The main reason for this strong sensitivity on the vertical distribution of HNO3 is that
uptake is neither fully controlled by diffusional burial nor by the escape rates at the ice
surfaces for Q-values close to 10 kcal/mol (Kärcher and Basko, 2004).15

Figure 7 depicts the phase partitioning ratios φ of HNO3 into STS particles and ice
crystals integrated over the entire vertical column (4–11 km) as as function of time.
For both Q-values, similar amounts of HNO3 dissolve in the liquid particles initially, but
somewhat more HNO3 partitions in the aerosol phase when uptake into ice is artificially
reduced (dashed curves). Toward the end of the simulation, φ in aerosols starts to20

increase quite rapidly. This is caused by the very low temperatures above the cloud
top (<205 K) where the low HNO3 vapor pressures favor nearly complete dissolution
in the STS particles in the absence of cloud ice, see also Fig. 5. In the tropopause
region, significantly more HNO3 can dissolve when ammonium is additionally present
in the background aerosol particles, depending on the degree of ammoniation (Kärcher25

and Solomon, 1999). In any case, the amount of HNO3 contained in them would be
released back to the gas phase roughly at the same altitudes as soon as T rises above
the HNO3 dew point temperature.

While for the baseline case trapping in ice becomes more important than dissolution
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in STS particles after 120 min and reaches an average level of ∼20%, this happens
only after 210 min in the case with reduced ice uptake, where less than 5% of the HNO3
molecules are associated with the ice phase. Interestingly, Popp et al. (2004) report
that on average 16% of the total HNO3 were partitioned in the ice phase in subtrop-
ical cirrus below 215 K, which suggests that the baseline case with Q=10.5 kcal/mol5

may not be unrealistic. However, the single-cloud calculation presented here does not
capture the variability encountered during aircraft measurements of many individual
clouds at different stages of their evolution, and a statistical approach may be more
appropriate to interpret the Popp et al. (2004) data set.

The dotted curve for φ in ice has been obtained by setting the HNO3 retention coeffi-10

cient equal to zero in the Q=9 kcal/mol case, that is, by assuming that the total amount
of HNO3 present in the freezing STS particles is released to the gas phase and is not
fully retained in the newly formed ice crystals. (Recall that the other curves assume
full retention.) Here, φ in ice is slightly reduced and correspondingly more HNO3 par-
titions in the gas phase. In contrast, a zero retention coefficient has no effect on the15

Q=10.5 kcal/mol result (not shown in Fig. 7). This is because the HNO3 molecules
released to the gas phase upon freezing are very quickly buried in the rapidly growing,
newly formed ice crystals, while this burial is less efficient in the Q=9 kcal/mol case.
Hence it may be concluded that uncertainties in retention factors only affect species
that do not adsorb efficiently on ice surfaces in cold cirrus.20

4. Conclusions

Using a relatively well documented case study of a long-lived, geometrically and op-
tically thick Arctic cirrostratus cloud as a basis, the processes controlling supersat-
uration, cloud microphysical properties, and dehydration and denitrification of upper
tropospheric air have been examined with the help of a one-dimensional cirrus cloud25

model with explicit aerosol and ice microphysics. The specific results are summarized
as follows.
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1. Continuous cooling of air in regions with small amounts of ice and slow ice depo-
sition rates of water vapor at low temperatures drive significant in-cloud supersat-
urations over ice.

2. Ice crystal size distributions are characterized by high number concentrations of
small crystals in the cloud top region near the tropopause, broad but highly vari-5

able size spectra in the cloud interior, and mostly large crystals in the cloud base
region. At the cloud base and slightly below, broadening of the size distribution
occurs due to evaporating ice crystals.

3. Because large ice crystals need a long time to fully evaporate at low temperatures,
they may survive falling through even strongly subsaturated cloud layers.10

4. Long-lived and vertically extended polar cirrus clouds are highly efficient at dehy-
drating the upper troposphere. They could also denitrify upper tropospheric air
masses efficiently.

5. Low temperatures, high saturation ratios over ice, and the absence of ice above
but close to the cloud top region causes efficient uptake of nitric acid in back-15

ground supercooled ternary solution particles.

Detailed modeling of cirrus clouds under the unsually cold Arctic conditions is a
difficult task. In this view, it is encouraging to note that the model of Lin et al. (2005)
and the one described here generally lead to similar results for homogeneous freezing
in Arctic cirrostratus concerning basic cloud microphysical properties such as crystal20

concentration and ice water content, although the two models are conceptually different
(size-segregated representation of ice crystals versus particle-in-cell code) and rely on
thermodynamic functions derived from different sources (freezing rate coefficients and
aerosol vapor pressures). Of course, it is possible that both, small-scale dynamical
forcings and heterogeneous ice nuclei modulate the cloud evolution.25

The above results stimulate further research in this area, which are considered be-
yond the scope of the present work but may be considered in the future.
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It would be very interesting to examine the phase partitioning of HNO3 in the pres-
ence of cirrus ice crystals and ammonium in the background aerosol particles. Field
measurements point towards the presence of interstitial ammonium sulfate aerosols in
polar cirrus (Petzold et al., 2000; Romakkaniemi et al., 2004). As a first step, an equilib-
rium study could help isolate parameter regions where enhanced dissolution of HNO35

in aerosols occurs, perhaps even in the presence of substantial amounts of cloud ice,
as ammonium in sulfate particles lowers the HNO3 vapor pressure.

The present case study demonstrates that a detailed comparison to laboratory mea-
surements of HNO3 uptake on growing ice and to suitable field data is required to better
constrain open parameters of the trapping model. Finally, the size distributions, ice sat-10

uration ratios, and other cloud parameters described here may be used to evaulate the
cloud radiative forcing and the potential for heterogeneous chlorine activation.
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Fig. 1. Prescribed vertical profiles of potential temperature θ, air temperature T , and ice satu-
ration ratio Si , and inferred profiles of air pressure p and H2O gas volume mixing ratio χw used
to initialize the 7 h simulation describing the formation (via homogeneous freezing) and evolu-
tion of an Arctic cirrostratus cloud. The initial HNO3 mixing ratio (not shown) is set constant,
χn=1 ppbv.
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Fig. 2. Ice saturation ratio Si (top left), ice crystal number density ni (top right), mean ice
crystal effective spherical radius (bottom left), and ice water content (bottom right) as a function
of altitude and time.
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Fig. 3. Probability distributions of ice saturation Si taken inside and outside the cloud as well
as the total probability averaged over the entire computational domain (0–7 h, 4–11 km. The
distributions are normalized to the respective total number of data points in each case. The
inset enlarges the highly supersaturated tail of the distributions.
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Fig. 5. H2O gas mixing ratio χw (top left), HNO3 gas mixing ratio χn (top right), HNO3 aerosol
mixing ratio (bottom left), and HNO3 ice mixing ratio (bottom right) as a function of altitude and
time. The baseline value Q=10.5 kcal/mol is assumed to describe HNO3-ice interaction. The
amount of HNO3 residing in the liquid particles prior to freezing is retained in the ice phase.
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Fig. 6. Vertical profiles showing the combined result of sequestration of H2O (left) and HNO3
(right) in STS particles and ice crystals and the subsequent sedimentation (in the case of ice)
and evaporation of these particles at selected cloud ages. The initial profile of total HNO3 is
constant, χn(z)=1 ppbv, and gaseous χw (z) decreases with altitude as shown in Fig. 1. Shown
are the differences ∆χ between the actual profiles of gas phase H2O and HNO3 and the re-
spective initial profiles advected as passive tracers. The excursions to positive ∆χ -values at the
lower altitudes show that dehydration and denitrification occurred. The respective evolutions of
condensed-phase H2O and HNO3 are shown in Figs. 2 and 5, respectively. Solid curves cor-
respond to Fig. 5 (baseline value Q=10.5 kcal/mol) and dashed curves assume Q=9 kcal/mol
mimicking less efficient uptake of HNO3 on ice.
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Fig. 7. Column-integrated phase partitioning φ of HNO3 in the liquid ternary aerosol (blue
curves) and ice (red curves) particles for the baseline case (solid curves) and the case with
less efficient HNO3 uptake on ice (dashed curves) for which also a model run assuming no
retention of HNO3 is shown (dotted curve).
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